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Section-A

1. Attempt aII the parts. AII parts caffy equal marks. Write
answer of each part in short Qxl0=20)

(a) What is microinstnrction? Desqibe the microinsfruction

format

O) Represent *21 decimal number in IEEE floating point

Define addressing modes and explain them.

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of micro
programmed confrol urit. 

t

Define two approaches to deal with multiple intemrpts.

(c)

(d)

(e)
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What are the differences among sequsntial access, direct

access, and random access?

Why do peripherals need special commrurication linl$
to interface them with certain processing unit?

What is the difference between memory-mapped IIO

and isolated VO?

synchronous serial
i"i *'.

How data is transmitted

communication slatein?

2.

What is VonJ.[eumann bottleneck? How can this be

reduced?

Section-B

Attempt anyfive questions from this section. (10x5:50)

(a) What are zero, one, two and three address instnrctions?

Explain them with examples. '

O) What is the signrficance of addressing modes? Describe

various addressing modes with suitable examples.

(c) What is Auxiliary Memory? Describe main types of
arxiliarymemory.
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(d) Describe the types of mapping used between cache

memory and main memory.

When does a device intemrpt occur? How does the

processor allocate the device to the intemrpt?

A computer has 3z-brtinsfiuctions and lz-bit addresses.

If there are 250 two-address instructions, how many

one-address instructions can be formulated?

Discuss RISC and CISC with their advantages and

disadvantages,

Explain the working and actions ofDIvIA with the help

of a suitable example.

Sectiotr-C

Note : Attempt any two questions from this section. (15 x2:30)

3. What do you mean by processor organ i)exion? Discuss :

0) Single accumulator based processor organaation

0D General register based processor organ :ulation

(rlD Stack based processor otganization.

(e)

(0

G)

(h)

'1. ,.
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4. An address space is specified by Z4-bits and corresponding

memory space by 16-bits.

0) How many words are there in the address space?

(ii) How many words arethere in the memory space?

(iii) If a page consists of 2k words, how many pages and

blocks are there in the system?

Write short note on:

(r) Hit

(ii) Miss

(rlD Hit-ratio

(r0 Writethrough

(v) Write back

(vi) Page

(ur) Btock

(viii) Address space

0x) Memory space

(x) Validbit

5.
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